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You are the light and the light is you…
Your conscious mind is the differentiated self, and is not the direct light until you make it
so…You make it so by clearing the distortions to reality and the enmeshment in
illusion…and by deepening into the consciousness of the Higher Self.
Higher is not up in some nebulous heaven; heaven is non-local—it is the consciousness
of the One…of Source…the Creator of All…God. The Kingdom is in God
consciousness, which is in you.
Higher is deeper within…purer light and higher vibratory rate…ever higher vibratory rate
until you are the key to the heavenly Kingdom…and you slip into that reality.
Higher is deeper within in pure consciousness: the light that vibrates infinitely. Heaven is
God consciousness that is infinitely vibratory light, and the Kingdom emerges as that
light shines in and through the world by your consciousness. The Kingdom emerges as
heavenly consciousness outpictured in the world. You are the light and the light is
you…and the light shines in the world…you are the light of the world that makes One
the many…
We are One in the light of being, not in the differentiated dimmed selves. We are all
equal in potential as spiritual beings, but we are not equal in embodiment of that infinite
potential. We are always connected at the deeper level of Oneness, but that Oneness is
unconscious unless it is made conscious. As we embody Oneness, so too we embody and
express ever greater divine potential…

You make the Oneness conscious by illuminating all automatic or programmed
thinking, feeling, and willing, and making it free…You free thinking, feeling, and willing
by cultivating ever greater deliberate conscious choice that leads you deeper into the
light…into illumined consciousness…and deeper into freedom…moving focus away
from the differentiated self, and thus moving away from servitude to any differentiated
selves.
In Feeling you bring illumination when you seek to make holy the name of the One in
all that you are…”Our Father Who Art in Heaven, Hallowed Be Thy
Name”…Commanding holiness means you commit to making it so in life…in every
moment and in every relationship.
I am not swayed by the emotional currents of the differentiated selves, but remain
firmly in the abiding holiness of my deeper consciousness.
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Heaven is in my most holy chamber of the Sacred Heart that magnetically draws me to
ever greater states of wholeness, unspeakable peace, and divine intuition…expanding the
power of my Heart Field to ensoul the world.

In Thinking you bring illumination when you seek the Kingdom in all perception and
conception of all aspects of the world in which you live. Seeking the Kingdom is seeking
the revelation of spirit in everything. You uncover the Kingdom…it is always there,
always has been and will be. You are the key that opens the door to spirit
revelation…through your deliberate commitment to tenacious seeking…And in that
seeking you go deeper within, expanded in consciousness, and higher in vibration. You
are the light and the light is you…and the light is the Key and the Way….
“Our Father Who Art Even Beyond Pure Vibratory Light, Thy Kingdom Come”
through my tenacious seeking of divine reality as revelation…
I am not swayed by outer conditions and events instigated by the differentiated
selves, but remain firmly in laser-truth perception that pierces veils, undoes
illusion, and reveals the spiritual source of all things.
Thy Kingdom has infinite majesty, beauty, and potential according to my ability to
conceive that emerges on the intensity of my sustained vibratory light, magnet to divine
Imagination.

In Willing you bring illumination when you surrender desire for a personal
differentiated life and devote all attention and intention to being One with the Father in
Will and Purpose. In surrendering personal will you open to Higher Will and Wisdom of
the deeper self that abides in Oneness.
“Our Father Who Art Infinite Outpouring Love, Thy Will Be Done on Earth as in the
Highest States of Thy Being”
I am not swayed by the desires and fears of my differentiated self, but remain
firmly committed to dwelling ever more fully among the creators of worlds,
moved only by divine Inspiration.
Where Heaven and Earth meet is within my being surrendered to the Father who has
dominion over Consciousness, and the Mother who lives in the wisdom-will Substance of
Creation. Within truth-filled consciousness and wisdom-imbued will there incarnates the
living power of love in freedom—the Christ in me that is devoted to the Will of God. By
this power in me, I conceive and receive the Kingdom and thereby merge macrocosm and
microscosm, becoming the spiritual creation.
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I am the creative light that shines in this realm, and this light is within
the depth of being. In deepening being, the light in me blazons the path
to the spiritual creation for all of humanity.

Each of the three statements in the first part of the Lord's Prayer are worthy of
contemplation over several days. When you contemplate for days on a single
imagination, it takes root in the subconscious mind, where it can override past errors in
programming and quicken emerging wisdom streams.
The remainder of the Lord’s prayer leads to the powers to overcome the traps and
temptations of the world, so that it no longer has power over you. The first part of the
prayer is an overlighting objective of being in feeling, thinking, and willing, and the
second part gives the concrete and necessary steps to achieve that objective that can be
deepened infinitely.
As you wrest yourself from enmeshment through the steps in the second half of the
prayer, you gain full sovereignty (freedom and power) as a being of divine birth. In the
Lord’s Prayer are the commands to prepare oneself to become the key and the way to the
spiritual creation that is now a potential future…everything may come to fulfillment in
the times ahead…

* * * * *
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